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Japanese Government's efforts, increasing steadily and intensified
lately, to arrange a meeting between Prince Konoye and President
Roosevelt without further delay. While admitting his role to be
chiefly that of a transmitting agent in these conversations, the
Ambassador naturally wishes to aid hi any constructive way, par-
ticularly by endeavouring to appraise accurately for the President
and the Secretary of State the Japanese factors and conditions having
direct or indirect bearing on the subject, and also by trying to bring
the Japanese Government to adopt measures and policies such as
the United States Government deems to be essential for a mutual
understanding or agreement between Japan and the United States.
Since the fall of Admiral Yonai's cabinet in July of 1940, American
diplomacy in Japan has been in eclipse temporarily through force
of circumstances. However, when the Konoye-Toyoda regime began
last July, American diplomacy obtained a very active new lease
of life. The Ambassador expresses his earnest hope, therefore, that so
propitious a period be not permitted to slip by without a new founda-
tion having been laid with enough stability to warrant a reasonable
amount of confidence that the structure to be erected gradually and
progressively thereon can and will endure.
The Ambassador recalls his statements in the past that in Japan
the pendulum always swings between moderate and extremist policies ;
that it was not then possible under the existing circumstances for any
Japanese leader or group to reverse the programme of expansion
and expect to survive ; that the permanent digging in by Japanese
in China and the pushing of the Japanese advance to the south could
be prevented only by insuperable obstacles. The Ambassador recalls
likewise his views that the risks of taking positive.measures to maintain
United States security in the future were likely to be far smaller
than the risks of not taking such measures ; that only respect for
potential power of the United States has deterred Japan from taking
more liberties with American interests ; and that Japan's programme
of forcible expansion could be brought to a halt only by a show of
force and by a demonstration of American willingness to use this
force if necessary. The Ambassador recalls also his statement that
if Japan's leadership could be discredited eventually by such American
action, therd might take shape in Japan ultimately a regeneration
of thought which would allow Japan to resume formal relations with
the United States, leading to a readjustment of the entire problem
of te Pacific.
The Ambassador suggests that the United States has been fol-
lowihg very wisely precisely this policy which, furthered by other
developments in the world, has helped to discredit Japanese leader-
ship, notably that of former Foreign Minister Matsuoka. The
Ambassador cites as world developments arousing a positive reaction
from the United States the conclusion by Japan of the Tripartite
Alliance and Japan's recognition of the Wang Ching-wei regime at
Nanking, which preceded Germany's attack on the Soviet Union

